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indicated it is a brief but admirable form book and as such fully
adequate for most purposes. It is to be hoped, however, that
Mr. Birdseye, who is probably more competent to do this than
anyone else, will prepare a briefer book of the same sort, con-
fining the forms strictly to those in more or less general use
and omitting documents like the Landis contract, which may
be examples of good legal draftsmanship, but are not of any
particular practical value either to the student or to the prac-
titioner. Such a book may or may not prove to be an effective
text-book on legal draftsmanship but it will at least enable the
author and the rest of us to determine whether it is possible in
the nature of things to prepare such a book. Certainly it will be
worth while to make the test.
ROBERT C. BROWN,
Indiana University School of Law.
CHIEF SOURCES OF ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY*
This is a book which every beginner in the field of English
Legal History should have at his elbow. It will be a valuable
reference book for the experienced worker in legal research,
but it is almost indispensable to the beginner if he is to avoid
serious waste of time and needless expenditure of effort in find-
ing from trial and error many matters which he can learn from
Dr. Winfield's book without the costly experience that has been
the present lot of workers in this field. Dr. Winfield's introduc-
tion chapter "Equipment for Research" is not only a brief com-
ment on the preparation which the student should have but an
excellent summary of general problems with which he must
deal. The next chapter is on bibliographical guides. Here he
indicates the location of much material that is helpful to workers
in legal research and gives a list of bibliographical guides. This
list is not to be found in its completeness anywhere else. More-
over a brief comment is made upon each book indicating what
it purports to cover and giving an estimate of its value. Dr.
Winfield says that perhaps the footnotes in Holdsworth's vol-
umes and the footnotes of Pollock and Maitland's work furnish
the nearest approach to an adequate bibliography for English
Legal History that is to be found. Dr. Winfield expressly dis-
claims any suggestion that his book is itself a bibliography. In
his preface he says that the preparation of such a bibliography
is too big a task for one man and should perhaps be done by a
committee under a government appropriation or under the
authority of some endowment fund. Granting that Dr. Win-
field has not presented an exhaustive bibliography, his modesty
in this matter must not preclude us from recognizing that he has
collected references which are of the utmost value and which are
not to be found in convenient form elsewhere.
*The Chief_ Sources of English Legal History, by Percy
Henry Winfield, Cambridge, Mass. 1925. pp. xxviii, 374.
Price $4.00.
REVIEWS.
His brief estimates of the value of each book are very helpful.
In the case of early works these comments are calculated to
warn the beginning student against errors that he would almost
surely fall into if he were not directed in advance.
The third and fourth chapters deal with "Sources of Anglo-
Saxon Law" and "The Influence of Roman Law." The critical
comment here is excellent and again the descriptive list of books
is very valuable. The balance of the book, five chapters in all,
deals with the different sources in English Legal History con-
sidered in the order of the importance and extent of source
material. Thus chapter five deals with Statutes, chapter six,
with the public records in general, chapter seven, with case law,
chapter eight with abridgments and chapter nine with text-
books and books of practice. Each of these chapters is a brief
and highly practical guide to the source of material which is
described. Each chapter is followed by a list of books covering
the matter which is discussed and each book listed receives an
evaluation and description.
In his introduction, Dean Pound explains that it is through
the understanding of the growth of common law technique as
revealed in legal history that we may hope to fashion tools which
shall be adequate for the work which the common law must do
in the future. He refers to Dr. Winfield's book as in some part
an "internal history" of the common law during the period
covered in England. He expresses the hope that a similar his-
tory will be written for American law. Dean Pound pays a
high tribute when he says that he feels Dr. Winfield's book
should be a model for a similar work undertaken on this side
of the Atlantic.
The book purports to cover the chief sources of English legal
history from the beginning to the publication of Blackstone's
Commentaries, 1765-1769. Thus the book is of great value to
the American lawyer, since it covers the period of English legal
history which is our own heritage. After our Revolution we
adopted the English common law up to that time; English cases
decided before the Revolution are precedents for our courts as
to the law at that time.
The book is written in a very clear and helpful style for the
student in legal history. The author seems to have had almost
a genius for remembering or understanding the difficulties that
a beginner in legal research is bound to encounter, and he pre-
sents his material in such a way as to answer the questions
which the worker in legal research is likely to ask. If one were
to place the value of the book on the basis of the amount of
time it would take an average student in legal research to find
the necessary information which it contains, one would be
tempted to say that the book is beyond price. This does not
imply that by the use of this book the student can go to the
heart of his problem in legal research without difficulty. Of
course actual practice in the use of the year books and the
abridgements and the public records is indispensable. The point
is that no guide to legal research purports to take the place of
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laboratory work. What a good guide could fairly hope to do
is to make the laboratory work more efficient and to enable the
worker to get clearer results for the time expended; and it is
submitted that this book is admirably calculated to render this
service.
PAUL L. SAYRE.
Indiana University School of Law.
NOTICES
(These notices are preliminary; they do not preclude reviews
later.)
Ballantine's Problems in Law, for Law School and Bar Examina-
tion Reviews. Edited by Henry Winthrop Ballantine. West
Publishing Company, 1927. Pages 1110. St. Paul, Minnesota.
Price $5.00.
Here is a book prepared for reviewing purposes in law schools or for the
bar examinations that is constructed on quite a different plan from the
usual "law quizzers". Perhaps the reader immediately thinks of Haight's
Questions and Answers (2d edition) which has hitherto been the most
useful and the most scholarly work in this field. It may be said in brief
that Professor Ballantine has constructed his book along the same general
lines as Mr. Haight used in the second edition of his book which was pub-
lished in 1919. It must be added, however, that this same plan has been
so far amplified and developed by Professor Ballantine in the present work
that the result is quite different from anything which has appeared before.
In the mere matter of quantity the present book contains 1110 pages
while Mr. Haight's book consists of only 585 pages. Furthermore, the
present volume is larger in size and has more content to the page. Mr.
Haight attempted to give questions and answers for twenty-eight different
subjects in the law and he directly or indirectly prepared all the questions
and answers himself. Professor Ballantine, however, covers thirty-four
different subjects while the questions and answers are prepared by twenty-
six different law teachers of national reputation. Thus in most instances
the contributor prepares the questions and answers for only one subject,
although the editor himself contributes three subjects to the total. It may
be stated definitely that the questions and answers prepared under each
subject are contributed by men who are masters in their respective fields.
The result is as we would expect; both questions and answers show a degree
of clarity and a scholarly thoroughness which have been absent from most
law quizzes in the past.
Each subject is usually introduced by a general question which gives
the contributor an opportunity to make some comment by way of defining
and delimiting the subject in his answer. The succeeding questions and
answers are grouped under appropriate divisions of the subject itself so
that the whole gives a logical and scholarly treatment of the field in its
entirety. In some instances the contributor gives his authorities for his
answers in the course of his comment but in most instances the authorities
are given after the answer itself. In every instance there are references
to the decennial digests for further authorities. In many cases the con-
